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Abstract
This short report corresponds to the deliverable D2.6 – Online Interoperability test core enablers
final iteration. It provides complementary information to the deliverable D.2.7 which was delivered in
the shape of a source code package along with a video demonstration of the interoperability tool
and enablers. It describes the advancement up to the final version of the F-Interop online remote
interoperability framework and the key enablers needed.
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1 Introduction
1.1 About F-Interop
F-Interop is a Horizon 2020 European Research project, which proposes to extend the European
research infrastructure (FIRE+) with online and remote interoperability and performance test tools
supporting emerging technologies from research to standardization and to market launch. The outcome
will be a set of tools enabling:
• Standardization communities to save time and resources, to be more inclusive with partners who
cannot afford travelling, and to accelerate standardization processes;
• SMEs and companies to develop standards-based interoperable products with a shorter time-tomarket and significantly lowered engineering and financial overhead.
F-Interop intends to position FIRE+ as an accelerator for new standards and innovations.

1.2 Deliverable Objectives
1.2.1 Work package Objectives
•

Research and develop the online remote interoperability test key enablers

•

Develop the conformance test enablers

•

Implement and fine tune the requested tools with a modular architecture for extensibility

1.2.2 Task Objectives
1.2.2.1 T2.1: Online interop test core enablers M1-M33 (Task Leader: Inria)
Work. The main objective of this task is to define and implement the components of the F-Interop online
remote interoperability-testing framework. This includes: the cloud-based interoperability test script
repository (as well as its management), the test servers and test suites automation, as well as the
libraries, adapters, API and hardware interfaces, and its reporting capability. This task includes
developing new methods simplifying online remote interoperability testing. This task also considers
associated security and authentication issues.
Roles: Inria will lead the task, and will integrate contributions from ETSI, UL and EANTC.
Outcome: All components and key enablers needed for online remote interoperability testing.

1.2.2.2 T2.2: Complementary conformance test enablers M1-M33 (Task Leader:
Inria)
Work. Conformance is a pre-requisite for interoperability. This task will provide the enablers for online
remote conformance testing which complement the key enabled developed in task T2.1. We will develop
new methods and/or adaptations of existing conformance testing tools to take into account the specific
case of interacting online and remotely with the implementation under test (IUT). Examples include
sniffers platforms, tools for measuring end-to-end latency (for example based on GPS synchronization),
a protocol dissector.
Roles: Inria will lead the task, and will integrate contributions from ETSI, UL and EANTC.
Outcome: Additional components needed for online remote conformance testing. These components
will complement the key enablers developed in task T2.1.
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2 Deliverables
The deliverable corresponds to “Online interop test core enablers final iteration”. The deliverable itself
is in the shape of source code and two videos demonstrating a CoAP interoperability test session in
action using these enablers.
The videos present the setup and execution of a test which correspond to steps 0 to step 6 of the FInterop session actions (see F-Interop session annex). The current document acts as complementary
information of the deliverable D2.7, and focuses on stating what has been achieved and demonstrated
until up to the current status.
The deliverable is composed by the following resources:
(1) videos demonstrating a CoAP interoperability test session in action

the videos can be found at:
- single-user session (using reference implementation): https://youtu.be/8rd4xCTc9zI

- user-to-user session: https://youtu.be/k0Q19zFaRp8
(2) the source code of the deliverable which has been tagged in F-Interop gitlab as 'D2.6':
•
•
•

Testing Tool:
source code: https://gitlab.f-interop.eu/f-interop-contributors/coap_testing_tool/tags/D2.6
Agent:
source code : https://gitlab.f-interop.eu/f-interop-contributors/agent/tags/D2.6
Session orchestrator:
source code : https://gitlab.f-interop.eu/f-interop/f-interop_ietf/tags/D2.6
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3 Final iteration of the CoAP Testing Tool
This section presents the CoAP Testing tool and the current state of implementation of its features.

3.1 The standard
CoAP, the Constrained Application Protocol, standardized by the IETF CoRE working group, is the defacto web transfer protocol for constrained devices. It is based on a request-response interaction model,
and its basic architecture includes a CoAP client and a CoAP server.
CoAP runs on the connection-less unreliable transport protocol UDP. Therefore, it implements at
application layer some lightweight reliable mechanisms for detecting duplication, re-ordering and
acknowledging delivery. Orthogonal to these protocol features, CoAP defines also the GET, POST, PUT
and DELETE methods in RFC7252. Then RFC7641 extends the feature set with the OBSERVE
mechanism: CoAP clients can “observe” states of resources from CoAP servers (in other words it can
retrieve the value of a resource, and get its updates over a given period of time).

3.2 The Test Description
All the aforementioned protocol features and mechanisms can be tested with the F-Interop testing tool.
The CoAP reference interoperability Test Description, TD has been integrated into F-Interop.

3.3 Implementation
The CoAP Testing Tool offers to end users a controlled and feature-rich environment that eases the
execution of the online and remote standard-based interoperability test procedure.
The following figure shows the setup for running a CoAP remote interoperability test between two IUTs.
Two protocol-specific components (the Agent and the Testing Tool) have been implemented for
supporting CoAP tests.
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The main components of the CoAP Testing Tool are:
•

Packet Router and Agents: establishes a VPN-like setup between IUTs. The controlled
environment helps users bypass UDP-blocking firewalls and other middle boxes installed in their
facilities. The setup creates IPv6 network interfaces bound to the VPN, therefore users can test
their implementations over IPv6 regardless the IP version supported by their internet provider.
The Packet Router is the middle-box between IUT1’s interface and IUT2’s interface, it can act
as a lossy gateway for test scenarios which require simulating a lossy context.

•

Test Coordinator: coordinates the entire interoperability test. It iterates over the test steps
described in the test description. It dispatches commands to users through the GUI, based on
the TD (e.g. ‘‘user1: CoAP Client is requested to send a GET request’’). The user is guided to
perform the test remotely.

•

Packet Sniffer: sniffs the traffic exchanged between IUTs and generates PCAP files records.
The component enables the export feature for network traces so users can analyze the
exchanged frames using tooling outside of F-Interop e.g. wireshark or some analysis scripts
code.

•

Traces Dissector: dissects the exchanged messages between IUTs and provides a human
readable representation of the packets. It provides a wireshark-like view to helps users find
problems encountered during the interoperability test execution.

•

Traces Analyzer: analyzes the traffic exchanged between IUTs during a test case. The tool
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automatically issues PASS, FAIL, INCONCLUSIVE verdicts after each test case. The analysis
is based on the CHECK steps of the test cases description.

3.4 Integration
The core API adapter module handles the integration with F-Interop’s core services such as GUI and
Results Repository.
The integration enables two interoperability test use cases: (i) remote user-to-user interoperability
session, as described in previous figure, and (ii) single-user sessions to test interoperability against
reference implementations.
Both use cases are demonstrated on the demonstration videos referenced in previous section.

3.5 Last fine-tuning actions
In future developments of the CoAP tesing tool needs to integrate the results repository, which is the
last pending action regarding the integration with the F-Interop platform. Moreover, we will focus on finetuning the test cases implementation for the analysis for avoiding any false positive issued verdict.
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4 Demo
4.1 Goal of the demo
The goal of the demonstration is to demonstrate how the interoperability core enablers have been used
for implementing two key use cases for interoperability testing, those are:
- User-to-user session interoperability testing: each user driving his/her own implementation
under test
- Single-user session interoperability testing: user plays a set of tests between his/her
implementation against a reference implementation hosted in the platform.

4.2 Set-up of the demo
We have written an online document which describes what is needed to set up the testing environment
here: http://doc.f-interop.eu/interop/#guided-tour-coap-test-suite
This is complementary information to the one provided by the GUI while executing the CoAP interop
tests.

4.3 Outcomes of the demo
The videos demonstrate full remote & online interoperability test for two different use cases.
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5 Annex
5.1 F-Interop session
The set of actions for executing any type of tests (interoperability, conformance, performance, etc.) in
the F-Interop platform are defined as the “F-Interop session” and are summarized in the following table.
Step

Action

Description

0

FI-User authentication and
authorization. IUT
registration / identification

FI-User authenticates in a secure way (prior FI-User
registration needed) in FI-Platform. FI-User needs to be
authorized to use FI-Platform resources.
FI-User identifies which IUT he/she will test (prior IUT
registration needed).

1

Test suites discovery and
selection

FI-User starts by discovering the available test suites and
by selecting the one he/she wants to execute.

2

Resource description

FI-User specifies/selects resources in the F-InteropPlatform that are needed for his/her F-Interop session
including the location models1, testing tools, libraries, etc.
During this phase FI-Platform may request information
from FI-User or provide information to FI-User for a
coherent selection of the required resources.

3

Resource reservation

The resources selected in the previous step are actually
reserved.

4

Resource provisioning,
configuration and session
setup

The instantiation of the F-Interop-Platform resources that
fit best with the FI-User needs is done.

5

Test execution

The online F-Interop test campaign is launched and the
selected (executable) test suites are executed against the
IUTs.

6

Results analysis and
report

Test execution information is analysed. The test results
and verdicts are provided together with explanations in
case of FAIL or INCONCLUSIVE verdicts or something
wrong happened. A report can be provided under request
in case for example the FI-User wants to apply for a
certification/labelling program.

7

Session storage

Storage of the F-Interop session information (Session-id,
User-id, FI-User’s IUT-id, IUTs’ version, test description,
test version, testing tool, test log and results, etc.). This
has to remain accessible beyond the F-Interop session for
the involved parties.
Table 1 - F-Interop Session

1 Location models are the different configurations for the location of components of the test. These will be defined in D1.3.1. [6]
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5.2 An example of CoAP interoperability test description from
ETSI plugtest CoAP#4, IETF89 (London)
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5.3 An example of Test Extended Description (YAML file)
testcase_id: TD_COAP_CORE_01
uri : http://f-interop.paris.inria.fr/tests/TD_COAP_CORE_01
configuration: CoAP_configuration_BASIC
objective: Perform GET transaction(CON mode)
pre_conditions: Server offers the resource /test with resource content is not empty that handles GET with an
arbitrary payload
references: '[COAP] 5.8.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2, 3.1'
sequence:
- step_id: 'TD_COAP_CORE_01_v01_step_01'
type: stimuli
iut : coap_client
description:
- Client is requested to send a GET request with
- Type = 0(CON)
- Code = 1(GET)
- step_id: TD_COAP_CORE_01_v01_step_02
type: check
description:
- The request sent by the client contains
- Type=0 and Code=1
- Client-generated Message ID(\u2794 CMID)
- Client-generated Token(\u2794 CTOK)
- Uri-Path option "test"
- step_id: TD_COAP_CORE_01_v01_step_03
type: check
description:
- Server sends response containing
- Code = 2.05(Content)
- Message ID = CMID, Token = CTOK
- Content-format option
- Non-empty Payload
- step_id: TD_COAP_CORE_01_v01_step_04
type: verify
iut: coap_client
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description:
- Client displays the received information

5.4 An example of CoAP Interoperability Test Script
Under the Hood: What’s a test?

18 - F-Interop Info Session IETF96 Berlin, 18th July 2016
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